
CAIRO: Patriotic statements, flashy commercials and an
anti-drug campaign: Mohamed Salah’s dazzling displays for
Liverpool have taken the football world by storm, and on his
home turf in Egypt seemingly everyone wants a piece of him.
Salah has shot to stardom thanks to his goal-scoring exploits
in England and Europe, and senior Egyptian officials
increasingly refer to the player - although he has carefully
steered clear of politics. Last month foreign ministry
spokesman Ahmed Abu Zeid went so far as to call him “an
icon of Egypt’s soft power”.

Abu Zeid made the comment on Twitter after Salah
scored a brace and set up two more goals as Liverpool beat
AS Roma 5-2 in the Champions League semi-final first leg at
Anfield last week. The second leg takes place tonight in the
Italian capital. The remarkable game prompted President
Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi to also congratulate the flying forward.
“What he has accomplished calls for pride and affirms
Egyptians’ capabilities in all fields... Proud of him every
Egyptian who holds Egypt’s name high,” Sisi tweeted.

Salah the “Pharaoh” represents an opportunity for the
country to improve its image internationally after years of
turmoil in the aftermath of the 2011 uprising that toppled
longtime ruler Hosni Mubarak. The fact that “an athlete at
that level penetrates the media wall and becomes a face
known globally inevitably reflects... on his home country,”
said Pascal Boniface, director of the French Institute for
International and Strategic Affairs.

From the modest village of Nagrig in the Nile Delta, Salah
has catapulted to worldwide fame since his arrival last sum-
mer in England from AS Roma in a transfer deal worth €42
million. Awards have since piled up, leading to talk of him
challenging Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi for the 2018
Ballon d’Or, given to the world’s best player. On April 22,
Salah scooped the Professional Footballers’ Association
player of the year for the 2017-18 Premier League season.
Yesterday, Salah was named as the Football Writers’
Association (FWA) footballer of the year, completing a per-
sonal double.

Salah also became a national hero for his leading role in
helping Egypt to qualify for the World Cup for the first time
in 28 years. The competition kicks off on June 14 in Russia,
and the eyes of all Egyptians are expected to be on him. But
Boniface remains skeptical of how successful attempts would
be to use Salah politically on the international stage. Such
attempts would be “very exposed” and similar “to the old
ways of propaganda,” he said. On the other hand, the prodi-
gy can give a significant boost to Egyptians’ “national self-
esteem”, he said.

In Egypt, images of President Sisi abound in public, with
Salah the only other person coming close to having as many
appear on advertising billboards, television screens and
online. Pictured alone or alongside his Egyptian or Liverpool
teammates, Salah features prominently in adverts for a
mobile telecoms company, a brand of soda or a local bank.
At the same time, he has publicly supported a campaign by
the National Council for Women promoting gender equality,
and appears in a government video for an anti-drug cam-
paign. The “You’re Stronger Than Drugs” campaign has
increased the number of calls to the anti-drugs help line,
according to the Ministry of Social Solidarity.

Efforts to turn such a big star into a symbol of soft pow-
er are not new, said Gamal Abdel-Gawad, a researcher at

Al-Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies. The
greatest such symbol in Egypt remains Umm Kalthoum, the
undisputed queen of Arab song, more than four decades
after her death, he said. But Salah’s overexposure could
also now be a source of conflict. An image rights contro-
versy over the past few days has seen Salah lash out at
Egyptian football authorities, causing an uproar on Twitter
among his 5.36 million followers.

The dispute has centered on an advertising campaign by

the national team’s main sponsor, Telecom Egypt’s mobile
arm WE, which has relied heavily on photos of Salah, who
has his own contract with global telecom giant Vodafone. On
Sunday, Salah signalled his growing frustration by tweeting
“unfortunately the way it is being dealt with is very insulting.
I was hoping the interaction would be classier than this”. But
a few hours later, after the issue trended on Twitter, he
announced it was being resolved, while thanking his fans for
their “unreal” support. — AFP 
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Real into Champions League final
Benzema scores twice to eliminate Bayern Munich

MADRID: Real Madrid are within touching distance
of a third consecutive Champions League triumph after
Karim Benzema scored twice to eliminate Bayern
Munich yesterday and book their place in the final.

Bayern, who trailed 2-1 following last week’s opening
leg in Germany, looked capable of inflicting this sea-
son’s latest European comeback when Joshua Kimmich
scored early and James Rodriguez levelled shortly after
the hour.  But Benzema’s double in between, the first a
header, the second a simple finish following a dreadful
error from Bayern goalkeeper Sven Ulreich, proved
enough as Real hung on for a 2-2 draw, and a 4-3 win
on aggregate. 

Benzema’s two goals here were another feather in
the cap for coach Zinedine Zidane, who had decided to
start the French striker, despite only one goal in his pre-
vious 12 games. It was another brave call from Real’s
coach, who now stands on the brink of history himself,

with Carlo Ancelotti and Bob Paisley the only other
managers to have ever won Europe’s premier competi-
tion three times. 

Liverpool or Roma will certainly offer a stern test in
Kiev later this month but, having now seen off Bayern,
the German champions, Paris Saint-Germain, the French
champions, and Juventus, who sit top of Serie A, the
feeling is that a 13th European success is now Real’s to
lose. Zidane sprung a surprise by dropping Casemiro to
the bench and bringing the more mobile Mateo Kovacic
into midfield while Lucas Vazquez played in the unfa-
miliar role of right back.  It meant no place again in the
starting line-up for Gareth Bale, who was named as a
substitute for the fifth time in six knock-out matches.

Bayern, meanwhile, were without a host of star play-
ers, with Javi Martinez, Arturo Vidal, Arjen Robben,
Jerome Boateng, Kingsley Coman and Manuel Neuer
all injured. Martinez was fit enough to make the bench. 

Kimmich had given Bayern the lead after 28 minutes
at the Allianz Arena and here he did it in three, slam-
ming home after Sergio Ramos poked Corentin
Tolisso’s cross straight to his feet. 

Real were rattled, their fans tetchy, and if Bayern had
held on for longer the pressure might have told. Instead,
the home side were level by the 11th minute, Benzema
peeling free of David Alaba at the back post and head-
ing in.  Marcelo and Toni Kroos both weaved their way
into Bayern’s six-yard box, but failed to pick a final
pass, while at the other end, Vazquez was enduring a
torrid time at right back. 

After another ball was threaded inside the winger’s
left shoulder, Robert Lewandowski unleashed and
James should have scored but was unable to adjust his
body to the follow-up.

A breathless opening 45 minutes ended with Bayern
wanting a penalty as the ball struck Marcelo on the arm

but referee Cuneyt Cakir waved away the appeals.
Real were certainly the more relieved to hear the half-
time whistle but they were given a gift shortly after the
restart.  Tolisso’s backpass was misjudged and underhit
but Ulreich still had the chance to clear. Instead, the
keeper got his feet in a tangle and ended up in a heap
on the floor, presenting Benzema with an open net. 

The game looked finished but Bayern came again
and after 10 minutes of desperate Real defending, it
was no surprise when they scored. James chased down
his own rebound before beating Keylor Navas at the
near post. The on-loan Colombian chose not to cele-
brate against his parent club.

Bayern had 27 minutes to find a third and there
were a handful of near misses. Thomas Muller was
denied by Navas and Mats Hummels headed agonis-
ingly wide in injury time, but Real held on for their
fourth final in five years. — AFP

MADRID: Real Madrid’s Costa Rican goalkeeper Keylor Navas (C) prepares to block a shot on goal during the UEFA Champions League semi-final second leg football match between Real Madrid and Bayern Munich at the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium in
Madrid yesterday. — AFP

CAIRO: Picture taken on April 30, 2018 shows a Ramadan lantern bearing the image of Liverpool’s Egyptian midfielder
Mohamed Salah hanging on sale at a market in the capital Cairo’s central Sayyida Zeinab district. — AFP
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